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The first thing users of the UNIX or Linux operating systems come face to face with is the shell. "Shell" is the UNIX term for a user interface to the system—something that lets you communicate with the computer via the keyboard and the display. Shells are just separate programs that encapsulate the system, and, as such, there are many to choose from.

Systems are usually set up with a "standard" shell that new users adopt without question. However, some of these standard shells are rather old and lack many features of the newer shells. This is a shame, because shells have a large bearing on one's working environment. Since changing shells is as easy as changing hats, there is no reason not to change to the latest and greatest in shell technology.

Of the many shells to choose from, this book introduces the Bourne Again shell (bash for short), a modern general-purpose shell. Other useful modern shells are the Korn shell (ksh) and the "Tenex C shell" (tcsh); both are also the subjects of O'Reilly handbooks.
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Advanced PHP ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2004

	Over the past three years PHP has evolved from being a niche language used to add dynamic functionality to small sites to a powerful tool making strong inroads into large-scale, business-critical Web systems.


	The rapid maturation of PHP has created a skeptical population of users from more...
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Enabling Sustainable Energy Transitions: Practices of legitimation and accountable governancePalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This open access book reframes sustainable energy transitions as being a matter of resolving accountability crises. It demonstrates how the empirical study of several practices of legitimation can analytically deconstruct energy transitions, and presents a typology of these practices to help determine whether energy...
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Deadline Scheduling for Real-Time Systems - EDF and Related AlgorithmsSpringer, 1998
Many real-time systems rely on static scheduling algorithms.  This includes cyclic scheduling, rate monotonic scheduling and fixed  schedules created by off-line scheduling techniques such as dynamic  programming, heuristic search, and simulated annealing. However, for  many real-time systems, static scheduling algorithms are quite  restrictive and...
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Software in 30 Days: How Agile Managers Beat the Odds, Delight Their Customers, And Leave Competitors In the DustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A radical approach to getting IT projects done faster and cheaper than anyone thinks possible


	Software in 30 Days summarizes the Agile and Scrum software development method, which allows creation of game-changing software, in just 30 days. Projects that use it are three times more successful than those that don't....
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TimingSpringer, 2004
With the advent of nanometer technologies, circuit performance constraints are becoming ever more stringent. In this context, automated timing analysis and optimization becomes imperative for the design of high-performance circuits that must satisfy a demanding set of constraints. Timing overviews the state of the art in timing...
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Pro LCS: Live Communications Server  AdministrationApress, 2007
Pro LCS: Live Communications Server Administration will guide you on how to best leverage Microsoft's Live Communications Server 2005 (LCS) to improve your business communications. This information-packed volume includes everything you need to know about LCS, but were afraid to ask. This includes all the different clients that you can...
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